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California Writers Club, Sacramento
Monthly mee7ng, 1-hour Zoom presenta7on
(includes Q&A)
Saturday, July 18, 2020; 1 p.m. PDT
Frederick K. Foote, Jr.
short story writer
and poet
“Novel Issues
Confronting Black
Writers”
With all that is going on around us in this society and across the world right
now (the death of George Floyd and others, the Black Lives Matter protest
marches, and the whole issue of race relations--globally), it is particularly
apropos to have a speaker who can offer our members some insight into the
world-changing historic events happening right before our eyes--and on a
massive, unheard-of scale.
Take a walk on the Black side and see the writing world from that perspective.
Learn:
•

Essential differences between blacks and whites in the US

•

The impact of race on critical judgment

•

The impact of capitalism on black art

•

Language barriers in black writing

•

Steps that can reduce obstacles between black and white writers

Frederick K. Foote, Jr. was born in Sacramento, California and educated in
Vienna, Virginia, and northern California. Since 2014 Frederick has published
over three hundred stories and poems including literary, science fiction,
fables, and horror genres. Frederick has published two short story collections,
For the Sake of Soul (2015) and Crossroads Encounters (2016).
To see a list of Frederick’s publications, go to https://fkfoote.wordpress.com/

www.SacramentoWriters.org

CWC Sacramento is a 501c3 nonprofit educational organization

First Friday Networking Zoom
July 3, 2020 at 10 a.m.
Mini-Crowdsource Opportunity
The CWC First Friday Zoom network meeting will be an opportunity to bring
your most intractable, gruesome, horrendous, writing challenge to our forum
of compassionate writers for solution. We can’t promise a perfect solution,
but we can promise sympathetic ears and our best suggestions. Think of it as
crowdsourcing on a tiny scale. If that chapter ending eludes you, a character
won’t cooperate, or your tendency to procrastinate is out of control, together
we may help you find a way through it.
To leave time for discussion, we ask that you bring a problem that can be
explained succinctly. Using examples from your work is encouraged.
Comments on the work of others should be supportive and brief.
Members Mark Heckey and Michel Lynn Inaba will be hosting and facilitating.
Meeting will last one hour, perhaps a bit longer.
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Message from Our
President,
Kimberly A. Edwards
CWC Sacramento President

The Coronavirus File

Recently, my good friend Ray Blain published
several pieces, reminding me of the importance of
listing credits while they’re fresh in our minds. What
better time for creating a personal inventory than this time of change and challenge. Such an
inventory begins with a list of writing credits – articles, blog posts, books. Don’t have any published
credits yet? Avoid getting discouraged. You can list writing activities, degrees, scholarships, panels
served on, classes taken – and subjects in which you’re an expert.
I started my list 40 years ago. Although I have been remiss in updating it these past few years, I’m
glad I kept it somewhat current all this time. Articles appear on my list of published credits that I had
long forgotten. In hours of discouragement, I can remind myself that I once achieved something. And
how did I list each credit? Alphabetized by article title, date, publication, publisher and, more
recently, a link. A pdf of the article is good to keep. Just remember where you file it on your
computer!
Next, I organized published articles in a binder. If I had a copy of the magazine, I included the cover.
Sometimes I also included the table of contents, as a reminder of where my article fell in the
publication -- a feature or a filler.
Once your list of credits exceeds six or eight, they can be organized into subjects or audience
(seniors, lifestyle, health, pets, etc.). This allows the writer to see trends and interests perhaps not
previously realized, and also assess what articles to list in proving credibility in a pitch letter to an
editor on a similar topic.
Eventually one ends up with a writing resume that can be pulled from, depending upon what your
needs are. I know I’ve written on this topic before, but it seems important to repeat it again, since
some members are making excellent use of this time and racking up the credits (unlike me).
Let the coronavirus force us to slow down, but not stop us. The shelter-in-place routine to which we
are now accustomed gives us the chance to do things we wouldn’t normally take the time to do –
develop our own personal files. And for that we thank the coronavirus.
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In Brief

MEMBER
NEWS
On June 21, our CWC Sacramento member, Dr. Raymond
Blain, wrote, “I have been contribu<ng ar<cles to California
Update (caudate.com), an online “magazine” almost
monthly for some <me. My latest submission was just
released. You might ﬁnd it interes<ng and enjoyable. Unlike
my usual verbal outpourings, these ar<cles are fairly short.
Hope you enjoy and can ﬁnd some of the older ones about
poli<cal pardons, the judiciary versus execu<ve branches,
etc. This latest ar<cle is about our trip to mainland China in
1988. The idea was to point out that Asians tend to be long
range thinkers and their socie<es stress community and
family responsibility rather than individualism and selfadvancement, as we do in the west.
Club members Ray Blain and Nida Spalding are regular
contributors. The most recent issue has ar<cles from Ray
(“1988 trip to China”) and Nida (“Social Distancing”), as well
as Mark Heckey (“Randy and Mark’s Adventure Club”) and
Andy Laufer (“White Privilege”). All of these ar<cles have
references to the <mes in which we are living.
California Update was created and is curated by Al Zagofsky.
Read the ar<cles (and listen to Al’s latest song) at
CAUpdate.com. You can reach Al at azagofsk@gmail.com. All
ar<cles are the opinions of the authors, who retain their
individual copyrights.

A HearTelt Thank you

A special thank you to Sandra S.
Navarro for all of her service to
our branch, including her
recent posi<on as VicePresident / Programs, a
number of years as club
Secretary, and commi]ee
member and hostess for a
several December holiday
par<es, especially the last three
memorable events.
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The Elk Grove Writers Guild is planning their
next Writers Conference. The date is Saturday,
October 16, 2021 (next year!!). “To help us
with our planning, let us know early if you're
interested in coming and stay tuned for more
details. We are currently working on our
webpage. In the meantime, if you have any
questions, please send an email to the Elk
Grove Writers Guild,
elkgrove.writersguild@aol.com.”
Michel Lynn Inaba recommends that those
who write for children visit the scbwi.org
website (Society of Children’s Book Writers and
Illustrators) for weekly one-hour digital
workshops and other information.
Our recent speaker, C.S. Lakin says, “I'm
excited to share with you something that
Teachable—my online teaching platform—has
been doing to help people during the COVID
crisis. They've contacted me and many other
instructors to ask us to offer courses for free,
and that's what we're doing. The amount of
time these courses will be free varies (each
instructor decides), so I would encourage you to
enroll in as many as you like ASAP and you will
have lifetime access to them. For FREE! Check
out all the courses. (One of mine is in there.)
Enjoy and learn and tell your friends!
https://discover.teachable.com/courses/freecourses
The Squaw Valley Community of Writers
summer program poetry component held virtual
live readings on June 25 to benefit writers of
color.
The Sacramento Country Day School
Writers’ Conference has moved from inperson to online, July 13 – 24. Application
deadline was June 1, but it’s worth looking up
what was offered for future reference.
www.saccds.org/post/about-writers-workshop
Annual Public Safety Writers’ Conference,
Las Vegas July 16-19 has been CANCELLED. It
will be rescheduled for July 2021. A June Zoom
of writing competition winners is planned.

California Writers Club, Sacramento
First Friday Networking, August 7, 2020 at
10 a.m.
1-hour Zoom presentation (includes Q&A)
Dr. Amy Rogers. Writer. Scientist.
“Use craft tricks from the pros to write your thriller
or science fiction novel”
Genre fiction readers expect certain things. To please
them, use these tried-and-true techniques from
successful thriller writers.
•
•
•
•
•

Understand how reader expectation determines
reader satisfaction in genre fiction
Identify a book’s “hook” and distinguish from
“theme”
Learn Steve Berry’s definition of story: Goals +
Motivation + Conflict
Learn tricks to incorporate science into a novel
Understand the importance of defining your audience before putting technical material
in your fiction

Amy Rogers, MD, PhD, is a Harvard-educated scientist, novelist, blogger, journalist, and
educator who specializes in all things science-y. Her thriller novels use real science and
medicine to create plausible, frightening scenarios in the style of Michael Crichton. She is a
long-time member of CWC and International Thriller Writers. Learn more at AmyRogers.com.
Amy’s science thriller novels Reversion, The Han Agent, and Petroplague about microbes and mayhem
have won awards and critical acclaim. Her nonfiction articles about science and engineering behind the
scenes of everyday life first appeared in the Inside Arden newspaper and are now collected in her book
Science in the Neighborhood. She prepared readers for the coronavirus pandemic with her treatise The
Coming Pandemic, and has calmly explained coronavirus science and policy at her blog ever since. Visit
https://www.amyrogers.com/books/ for details.
Amy Rogers is a sought-after speaker on a
wide range of topics for a variety of audiences.
A member of International Thriller Writers, she
served as a judge for ITW’s Thriller Awards
and has twice been a panelist at ThrillerFest in
New York; a panel moderator at Left Coast
Crime and Great Valley Bookfest; keynote
speaker at the University of the Pacific
Conference on Creative Writing, and the
Renaissance Society Forum. Visit https://
www.amyrogers.com/speaker/ for details.
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CWC Sacramento Monthly Meeting Zoom
presentation
Saturday, August 15, 2020
1:00 p.m.
Pauline Wiles, Website Designer and
Indie Author
“Hook Them with Your Home Page: How to
Create a Website That Wins Readers”

Whether you’re making or updating your online home, find out how a polished
and persuasive website is within your reach.
What attendees will learn:
• When is the right time to create your writer website
• New technology options that simplify both design and maintenance
headaches
• Which pages you really need, and why these are fewer than you think
• The biggest mistake that makes your website look dated
• How to maximize a tight website budget
Pauline Wiles is a website designer who guides writers to a crisp, compelling
online presence. As an author herself, she noticed others were often
overwhelmed by this task. Now, she not only creates elegantly effective
websites, but aims to dispel the myths around how difficult a web project
should be.
Website:
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Knoxville, Tennessee

Poetry
Corner

I always like summer
best
you can eat fresh corn
from daddy's garden
and okra
and greens
and cabbage
and lots of
barbecue
and buttermilk
and homemade ice-cream
at the church picnic
and listen to
gospel music
outside
at the church
homecoming
and go to the mountains with
your grandmother
and go barefooted
and be warm
all the time
not only when you go to bed
and sleep
“Knoxville, Tennessee" from Black Feeling, Black Talk, Black
Judgment by Nikki Giovanni. Copyright © 1968, 1970 by
Nikki Giovanni. Used with permission of HarperCollins
Publishers.

Born in 1943, Nikki Giovanni is the
author of numerous collections of
poetry and was the first recipient of
the Rosa Parks Woman of Courage
Award.
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The Train Speaks
Even now, I dream of them,
Quiet nights in the railyard,
When the little rat feet skitter beneath me,
When the last of the strong men with his
gleaming silver buttons has locked the door
and laid his hands against me.
I see them dancing in every passing cloud.
My babies, my babies. Born unto me
in the hills and green lands, loose threads
catching in my sharp parts when they don’t watch out,
Blistered hands hauling parcels of burlap
as hefty and shapeless as bound cotton.
They move like rabbits, then. They look
for a lash that isn’t there, even them that never felt it.
It’s in their shoulders. The lash lives in their
shoulders.
Long after the last biscuit is gone,
when the sunrise brings steel mountains,
my children look and look through the space
I have made for them, the gift I have prepared.
They are safe within but can see without.
They feel it before they know the words,
then smile when it comes to them – it’s flat.
The land is flat. And they smile to think of it,
this new place, the uncle or cousin who will
greet them, the hat they will buy, the ribbons.
They know not the cold, my babies.
They know not the men who are waiting
and angry. They know not that the absence
of signs does not portend the absence of danger.
My children. My precious ones.
I can never take you home. You have none.
And so you go, out into the wind.
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Eve L. Ewing is a sociologist and writer
from Chicago. Her new book 1919 was
written when she was researching
segregation and found a report from 1922
called “The Negro in Chicago: A Study on
Race Relations and a Race Riot”. Its
stated purpose was to dissect the 1919
race riot, to analyze its causes, and to
prevent another one, by figuring out the
reality of everyday life for Black people
in that era. This poem refers to the Great
Migration, when Black people fled the
South in droves. Fifty thousand came to
Chicago between 1910 and 1920, seeking
work and better lives for their children.

Corona Virus Ditties
Many musicians are coping with being locked down at home by
composing and singing songs about viruses and the shutdown
(and the lack of toilet paper on the shelves). Try “Googling” the
artists and checking their websites and YouTube for videos.
There is a wonderful video with scenes taken from the original
“Sound of Music” movie with Julie Andrews and company singing
“Do Re Mi – Covid 19 Version”, with words changed to reflect the
current time.

From Old Crow Medicine Show
“Quarantined” [first verse and chorus]
The doctor told me this morning
Go on and seal yourself away
From the little gal you been lovin'
That's the orders of the day
[Chorus]
I'd like to kiss ya but I'm quarantined.
I got to keep my lips off the scene,
'Cause there ain't no cure for me.
I prolly ought to lay down and die.
I long to hug you and to hold you tight
But I gotta wait 14 nights.
Influenza's got a hold of me.
I'd like to kiss you but I'm quarantined.

Big and Rich had one of the first corona virus songs and videos, “Stay Home”. Here are a couple of verses and
the chorus:
We're all about half crazy. Kids are bouncin' off the wall.
Yoga's done got cancelled. Mama's pacin' down the hall.
Home school's now in session, and I'm pullin' out my hair.
It's halfway through the mornin'; I'm still in my underwear.
Stay home, stay home
No reason in the world for you to roam
We're all in this together
No friend you ain't alone
All you gotta do is stay home
I've Purelled the skin plum off my hands, if y'all know
what I mean.
I know without a doubt my hands have never been so
clean.
The shelves are bare and empty 'cause some people
just don't care.
I've got one roll of toilet paper and I'm down to my
last square.
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San Francisco Writers Conference cosponsored event, June 18, 2020
“E-book Publishing in a Post COVID-19
World”
A conversation with Jim Azevedo,
Smashwords Marketing Director

By Marcia Ehinger

Take-aways:
- The impact sheltering-in-place has had on the major ebook retailers.
Some have fared better than others.
- What authors can do right now to address a challenging economy
and nervous consumers.
- The advantages of indie ebook publishing.
- Why an author platform you control is vital for long-term author success.
- A new Smashwords tool to help indie authors/publishers turbocharge newsletter subscriptions.
Jim Azevedo was wondering how this time of avoiding people would impact readers, especially with brick-andmortar stores closed, and many people having less income. The silver lining for Smashwords has been a surge in ebook sales. Smashwords is the largest publisher of e-books. They distribute e-books globally and to libraries. Jim
encourages all self-published authors to “go for it” and publish electronically. March through May e-book sales have
increased greatly (SCRIBD, OverDrive, Smashwords) while Barns & Noble sales have fallen. He expects this trend to
continue for the next year to 18 months, during which time he feels many consumers will still not feel comfortable
about going out as before.
In 2008, it was predicted that e-book sales might exceed those of print books. E-book sales exploded in 2012-13,
and then leveled off. They now comprise about 25% of dollar sales, with print having 75-80%.
Jim says that there are three things that authors should do now to sell their books. First, “Put your books
everywhere.” A new author’s main hurdle is getting readers to appreciate your book. It needs to be findable, on all
e-book sites and in libraries. If it is only on Amazon, it is invisible to other readers. Second, you should price your
books lower. You have lower expenses if your book is self-published, and you can earn more per book sold.
(Independent e-book royalties are 60-80% of retail price; traditional royalties are 12-17%.) Third is building a
platform you can control, which is a measure of your ability to reach readers. Followers and fans need to receive
your news. He strongly suggests a private author newsletter, which will not be susceptible to another site’s
algorithm changes (e.g. Facebook). You should control the content and timing.
You can turbocharge the email sign-up for your newsletter by offering early access to new books as a loyalty
reward. You can capture reader emails when they checkout after a pre-order, or offer discount incentives. This is
compatible with multiple publishing strategies. Smashwords has a feature (Smashwords Presales), which can help
with all of this.
Smashwords offers extensive information and tutorials on its website. [See tabs on www.smashwords.com: How to
Publish on Smashwords, FAQs.] Jim also recommends The Book Blueprint by designer and best-selling author Joel
Friedlander.
With e-books, there is no need to worry about back cover or spine copy; you can provide a description of what your
book is about. (Similar to Amazon book description and author page.) This “back matter” should consist of 4
sections. First, the author information / biography. Second, all your books and hyperlinks back to the places they
are available, including upcoming books and pre-orders. Third, a free sample chapter or excerpt. Fourth, ways to
connect with the author, for example: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, website, blog, newsletter.
Weekly Zoom conversations with publishing industry leaders are co-sponsored by the San Francisco Writers
Conference, Mechanics' Institute Library, and Women’s National Book Association-San Francisco. [milibrary.org,
wnba-sfchapter.org]
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CWC Mt. Diablo Meeting
June 13, 2020
With a Trowel not an Ax:
The Gentler Way of Editing
featuring Kevin Fisher-Paulson (edited by Marcia Ehinger)
Inside of every journal, every letter, every grocery list, lies the seed of a great poem. Or great prose. But the
idea will only grow so far on its own. The writer must be a gardener, ripping out the weeds, pruning the leaves
and branches, snipping the buds, until only the best fruit is born of the harvest. With words, the term used is
edit. But how to do this?
Kevin continues, on Zoom, “First of all, I am wearing my good socks. Second, this camera puts on ten pounds.
Third, this is a little like ‘Pee Wee Herman’s Playhouse’. You never know who is going to walk through those
doors behind me.”
Creation is a two-part process, the first in which the right side of the brain taps into the creative force of the
universe. In the second part of the process, the left side of the brain takes the new idea and shapes it into
something great. In the writing process, this is called editing. In a regular seminar, we would do this together,
but for today’s talk you can do a little homework.
The first assignment: set a timer for fifteen minutes, sit down with a pad of paper and a pen, and just keep
writing. Don’t think. Don’t blink. Just keep the pen moving across the page. Fifteen minutes. At the end,
what you get is the right brain. When you make sense of that, it’s the left brain. Films have directors, because
a script may be wonderful and an actor may be outstanding, but someone has to separate the merely good
from the brilliant. In like manner, orchestras have conductors, corps de ballet have choreographers. But a
writer has to start out as her or his own editor, and it is difficult to remove or revise a word once it is written on
the page. And it is difficult to see that the word “reseeve” should be “receive” because the first way is the way
it has always been spelled in the writer’s head.
Here are a few suggestions:
1. Read your writing in a new way. Put it down and pick it up tomorrow. If you read it in your head, read it
out loud. If you read it out loud, copy it over in long hand. I have arthritis so whenever I translate to
longhand, I make the text shorter. Jog while reading it. Type it. Voice to text it. If it doesn’t sound like
the way you talk, then it’s wrong. Don’t think about your rhythm. But if you stumble as you read it, it’s
not your voice.
2. Check your facts. “Life is what happens when you’re busy making other plans.” -John Lennon. He may
get the citation for that quote, but he didn’t write it. Don’t just Google. Know your facts. If your father
said that he landed on Omaha Beach on June 7, check the date. He may have gotten there a day after
everyone else, but you should know that for certain.
3. Grammar is more important than you think. Treat it that way. Even if your voice speaks in vernacular.
(Crazy Mike is older than me.) Who versus that That versus Which (restrictive/nonrestrictive);
hyphenate two or more words that are used to describe a noun. Punctuation: Don’t become the
grammar police, BUT know how it works. Commas and semi-colons set the rhythm of what you write.
This goes back to why you need to read your work aloud. Here is your home exercise. Take your favorite
prose piece, and break it down to simple sentences. No compounds. No long prepositional phrases.
Nouns. Verb. This is the skeleton of your piece. Now go back and add the words you need until it sounds
like the story you told to your best friend. [Some reference books: Dreyer’s English, The Deluxe
Transitive Vampire: The Ultimate Handbook, by Karen Elizabeth Gordon, Between You and Me, Strunk
and White Elements of Style]
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4. Don’t try to grow tomatoes with a pumpkin seed. If you are a poet, write poetry, but if you are a pastry
chef, stick to the profiteroles. I have a book of my poetry sitting in the bottom right drawer of my desk.
It’s called My Lost Saints and it took me thirty years to write. All kinds of fancy sestinas, sonnets and
villanelles, a haiku or two. It’s never seen the light of day. I am not a poet. The reason it’s lousy is voice.
When I write a poem, I try hard for that iambic or dactylic, and that is not the tempo or accent of how I
speak. When I write a story, I write that story as if I am telling you the story. And it’s okay for me to be
a lousy poet. None of this is wasted. I also discovered that I am not a pianist, not a method actor, not a
sculptor. Be okay with that. I tell a story well. It’s what I grew up on. It's what I'm good at.
Homework: Take your most unpublished poem and change it into a short story. Take your most
unloved short story and tell it in the first person. Take your least loved memoir and add enough fiction
to make it someone else’s short story.
5. Avoid Killer B’s. This much I know: prose needs dynamism, not static. It should move through.
Homework: Go through your most recent chapter or poem or what have you. Underline every time you
see a form of the verb “to be”: am, are, is, was, were, will be. In half of them replace that word with a
more energetic word. Use the strongest verb you got. Avoid niceties of the verb. “Pummel” sounds so
nice, but “slap” has just enough onomatopoeia to make you feel it. "Make" eggs is general; "parboil"
eggs is specific. And use the strongest tense: "slice" is stronger than "slicing" or "does slice" or "had
been sliced" or "will have been sliced."
6. Take every noun and make it more specific: a plant becomes a flower becomes a rose becomes an
Eleanor Roosevelt yellow rose. Start snuggling up to thesauruses. Take a trip through a biology book.
Find a more specific way of describing what you write. And when you do this, appeal to the senses. Make
me smell the first thunderstorm of the year on the Brooklyn Queens expressway. Find the beauty in the
oil slick there. Homework: Take a journal entry, and replace each noun with a more specific noun.
Once each page, take a word and make it sensible.
7. Sung to the tune of the “Ride of the Valkyries”: “Kill the Adverb. Kill the Adverb.” (and while you’re at it,
prepositions can weigh a text down. "In order to…"; "there is…”)
8. Look for redundancy or stuff that just doesn’t belong in the work. These are the weeds. If two
characters say the same thing, pluck one out. Each character should resonate in the mind. Every time
you introduce a new character, tell me something to shove her or him into my mind’s eye. “He had dyed
a one-inch strip of purple into his hair.” “She had a scar over her eyebrow from police academy.” “She
always wore a cologne that smelled like tea roses.”
9. In media res (in the midst of things, or starting the story in the middle, and revealing the earlier parts
with flashbacks, etc.): One of my first writing teachers said to the class: “Kevin Paulson’s version of the
Bible: Cut to the crucifixion. Sure, you miss out on the subtle beauty of the Psalms, the historical weight
of Exodus, but you get right to the point.” And in today’s internet culture, attention can be measured in
pico-seconds.
10. Kill your darlings but save them for repotting. Even your worst c--- makes for good compost. If a phrase
or paragraph or a character is overly cute or witty, this character must
die. If you love the turn of phrase, but not the work, one of them must
go.
11. Make courageous friends. You don’t want a friend who thinks your work
is brilliant. ou already think your work is brilliant. Ask your friend what
she dislikes about a work. This is why I love Crazy Mike. He’s socially
inept, maybe even on the spectrum, so he doesn’t worry about
offending you. If Crazy Mike asks, “What’s the point?” of a column then
I know the column has failed.
Kevin Thaddeus Fisher-Paulson lives with his husband Brian, their two sons,
and their three rescue dogs in San Francisco. He is a columnist for the San
Francisco Chronicle. When not writing, he serves as Chief Deputy for the San
Francisco Sheriff’s Department. His previous book A Song for Lost Angels was
published by Fearless Books, and earned a finalist status three times in two
different independent publishing contests. It is now published under his own
imprint, Two Penny Press. His new book, How We Keep Spinning…!, is now
available through Two Penny Press, Fearless Literary and Amazon.
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California Writers Club, Sacramento
Saturday Zoom Meeting , June 20, 2020,
with Diana M. Pho
“Theater Strategies to Improve Your Novel”
By Marcia Ehinger
Diana M. Pho is a Hugo Award-nominated fiction editor, scholar, and playwright,
with thirteen years’ experience in traditional, Big Five publishing, including Tor
Books and Tor.com Publishing. She has a double B.A. in English and Russian
Literature and a Master’s in Performance Studies. Her performance experiences
and skills have developed her unique editorial style. [Please see Diana’s handout on
our website, and her website at www.dianampho.com.]
Photo credit Gerry O’Brien
Diana notes that a theater performance is different from reading a book because
theater is constrained by a physical space and time. The players never announce
what they do, say or think, and the plot is constructed through their actions. Plays
have a structure, from Aristotle’s three acts to Shakespeare’s five. But like many
novels, they have an exposition or introduction, rising action, a climax, falling action, and a resolution.
However, all of this is viewed as a group emotional experience, rather than an individual reading of a story.
To help writers with scene building, Diana recommends they block each scene as a playwright would do. A
writer should note what the characters are doing to move through space and to create or show tension. Every
scene should have a purpose, and each character has a motivation. A story is viewed as scenes which are
folded into chapters and carry the arc of the story. New elements are introduced, conflict happens, and the
element changes at the end of each scene, chapter, and the book itself. Questions should be posed and
answered by the end of each chapter.
Diana warns against the Talking Head Syndrome where one character, or more, only has dialogue, with no
description of the setting or what the characters are doing in that space. She suggested a short exercise of 6
ways a character can enter a room, remembering that verbs are our friends. To make sure that dialogue seems
real, read it aloud. She also explained “Chekhov’s gun”, by paraphrasing his advice that a well-placed prop can
work wonders for a setting, but if it’s included in the book it must play a role. (If you mention a gun in your
setting, then someone needs to be shot in the next scene.)
She left us with a writing exercise for the future: There are two people in a room with only one pen. Both
characters want the pen. Think about why each character needs the pen right now. Write that scene with 1-2
pages of dialogue.
During the Q&A, Diana mentioned that she edited
the Lara Elena Donnelly trilogy, Amberlough, as well
as A Song Below Water, a YA fantasy novel about
black teenagers in Seattle who are actually sirens.
(Recently the focus of an NPR interview and very
topical with our focus on Black Lives Matter, but
traditional publishing has a time lag, so what seems
trendy today may not be so when a book is
released.) Both Diana and Linda McCabe, who
referred us to Diana, recommended Michael
Shurtleff’s book Audition, Everything an Actor Needs
to Know to Get the Part, about how to dissect
scripts, as a good way for an author to check if all
the elements of a narrative are included in a written
work.
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CWC Sacramento
First Friday Zoom Networking Meeting,
June 5, 2020
Creating and Revising Poetry
with Karen Durham, author, poet, and
overthinker:
“Don’t Settle for Normal”
By Marcia Ehringer
How do we create poetry we’ll stay in love with? By ignoring
everything but our muse while we create, and by putting our
muse (and our heart) in a drawer while we revise. Some
suggestions from Karen include changing your lifestyle – go to
bed early and wake up early, take time for exercise / breakfast,
earn an afternoon nap. Try a new form (from rhyme and meter to freeform, vice versa), pay homage
to a poem or poet. Jericho Brown has an exercise in which you write the opposite of every word in your
poem. Try writing in a journal, in a new space (outside, in the car, under the table), go to a reading by
someone new to you. Write a draft, with some revision, and set it aside. Revise the heck out of your
poem, but keep the first draft. Take breaks from your revision. Don’t wait so long that you no longer
care, but don’t beat on it day after day. While you are on vacation from your poem, you can write
other versions: reverse lines, put words in alpha order, put new lines between the ones you had, try
different angles / point of view, actually cut it up and rearrange the lines. When revising, try to keep in
mind the intent of the poem. Does each phrase, clause, sentence make sense? Question each
metaphor; does it open up the poem or shut it down? Find a trusted writing or reading buddy who can
“slash and burn” your poem. At the end, it should be able to stand on its own, with no explanation
needed.
Resources:
A Poet’s Guide to Poetry, 2nd ed, Mary Kinzie, the “Bible of Poetry”, poetry terms, subject & form
indexes
Wabi-Sabi, for Artists, Designers, Poets & Philosophers, by Leonard Koren
The Art of (series) The Poetic Line, by James Longenbach, straightforward, poetry vs. prose
Inspirational Poets:
Ada Limón, Bright Dead Things, “I love her.”
Kate Asche, Our Day in the Labyrinth, (kateasche.com) poetry & prose resources, great teacher,
controlled style, depth of emotion
Tracy K. Smith, Life on Mars, U.S. poet laureate, always has a surprise, “How did she do that?”
Kay Ryan, The Best of It, former U.S. poet laureate, Pulitzer Prize winner, straightforward, clear,
metaphors come through

Karen Holladay Durham lives and writes in Sacramento. She has been published in the literary magazine
American River Review, and has been a featured reader on the live-recorded writersontheair.com radio show and
blog.
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CWC Sacramento Branch Leadership
(FY 2019-2020)
Officers
Interim President: Kimberly A. Edwards
Kimberlyedwards00@comcast.net
First Vice-President/Programs: Gloria Pierrot-Dyer
qquill76@gmail.com
Second Vice-President/Membership: Jenifer Rowe
jenifererowe@gmail.com
Acting Secretary: John Patterson
2johnpatterson@gmail.com
Treasurer: Karen Terhune
koyotesky@gmail.com
Board of Directors
Linda Champion, Outreach
championwritingcreations@comcast.net
Marcia Ehinger, Newsletter Content Editor
mehinger@comcast.net
Jenifer Rowe, Webmaster & Eblast Coordinator
Gloria Pierrot-Dyer, Social Media & Emerging Writers Coordinator
John Patterson, Critique Groups and Beta Readers Coordinator
Mark Heckey
mheckey@comcast.net
Consultants to the Board
Larry Mandelberg, Writers’ Mastermind Facilitator
larry@mandelberg.biz
Club Positions
Ray & Maryann Blain, Saturday Meeting Registration
Rosi Hollinbeck, Newsletter Layout Editor
Judith Presnall, Contest Coordinator
Cheryl Stapp, First Friday Network Coordinator
Michel Lynn Inaba, First Friday Program Coordinator
inabaml@gmail.com
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